Creating A Personal Compass
and How To Use it

It is easy to be happy when
things are going well!

!T here are no mistakes in life only Lessons.
!Life will send you many Lessons.
!A Lesson is repeated until learned.
!Once learned, Life will send you more
Lessons.
!W hat are the lessons in this for me?

The focus of this presentation is your
personal response to the politics,
frustrations, setbacks, realities and constant
change in life and work.

“When there is no way out
there is always a way through”
--Eckhart Tolle

Stress management is about coping with your situation until it passes.
Resiliency is about navigating the situation and finding a way
through!
Developing your reserves of resiliency is an essential component of
positive mental health!

“The real tragedy of
life is not death.
It is what we let die
inside of us while we
live.”
Norman Cousins

Learn to bend like the
humble reed rather than
break like the mighty Oak!

It is far better to develop the
wisdom to handle life's problems
than to hope you never have any
problems.

It is continually cultivating the
capacity to know the right
thing to do in the most chaotic,
unclear and demanding times.

How do I maintain my own morale,
personal sanity and family life and
respect others in the face of ever
increasing demands at work,
continuous rapid change, lack of
predictability and the stress of daily life?

Learning From Continuous Change In Life
✓ Monastery -T he mind needs to be empty -I Create Quiet T ime in my life
✓Beer

Truck - WE are not always prepared -

I Adapt when needed

✓Teacher - Do not Take yourself too seriously - I Laugh often (the spiritual glue of sanity)
✓Narcotics

Centre - You are not always in control - I Change what I can change, I accept the things
I cannot change, and I seek to develop the W isdom to know the difference.

✓AA - Anyone can fight the battles of just one day. I try to live in the present moment.
✓Corrections - Life is not interested in your plans - I Do Not Insist T hat Life Goes My Way
✓Green Ribbon - T here is always someone with a more serious burden than yours. I Focus on
what I am Grateful For.

✓Professional

Speaker - All things are difficult before they are easy. I learned to

unpack my bags.

1 We are all going to have bad days.
2 T here are more bad days ahead of you.
3 T he key issue is not whether or not we
are going to have a bad day.
It is how much power and authority
you give those bad days over your life.

You cannot allow your life to be defined
by the difficult moments.

There
will be peaks and valleys,
good days and
bad days, success and
failures, and they are
all part of the decision to
choose life
and everything that goes
with it.

T here will be highs and lows,
kind people and mean people,
personal victories and private
defeats along this road .
T hey are all there to teach

you!
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“You cannot go through life,
without life going through you!”
MJ Ryan - Adaptability

There will be numerous
times in your career
and life when you will
need to know how to
stay afloat in the
whitewater and
navigate in the fog.

Resiliency requires
the development of
a compass that
points the way
when you are lost!

“Easily Bothered”
Richard Carlson Radio Interview

We let too many
things bother us
that are just not
that important.

We are driven by the events of our lives
instead of our principles and convictions.

“Become less easily bothered!”
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The Tools of “The Less Easily
Bothered” -They:
Why are we doing this stuff?

Change will not
always go my
way (and this is not the end of the
world)!

Fix blame!

What can I learn from this?

It doesn’t matter what they do, it
will never make a difference!

Catch
themselves and know when it is
not worth it!

A Normal and expected reaction to change that we all go through. You must not get stuck here!

By age 20 we have already created a crazy, distorted mind that
constantly reacts to the myriad of events that are inevitable in
any modern society.
!

This reactive mind is also hardwired to the body and creates a
continuous negative effect on health and happiness.
!

And - we don’t even know this - we think it is the truth!

The mind is filled with constant agitated
thoughts of little value.
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There are realtime events, happening every day, that
demand we alter or shift our usual way of thinking, living
or being in order to get on with life.!

•North Americans are a large group of unconscious, easily

bothered, mind-made sleep walkers on automatic pilot, reacting to
every irritation of the day.

•Though this is normal, it is also very destructive.
•This inadvertent attitude is the stuff of morale issues,

commiseration, toxic work environments and personal depletion of
all staff.

•This life position will eventually take your spirit, health and future
as well as affect your work, family and friends.

Wake up!

